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Cambridge & Counties Bank shares a unique ownership

Property Finance

Since launching in 2012, our story

structure between two established and respected institutions

We pride ourselves on using our knowledge and expertise

continues to be a unique one for

- Trinity Hall, Cambridge and the Cambridgeshire Local

as a niche property funder to provide common sense

Government Pension Fund. We specialise in helping

loan structures. We tailor each loan to suit our customer’s

customers with their saving and lending needs as we know

individual requirements and needs. Our manual underwriting

stakeholders. That is why I am

that the success of our customers is key to making sure our

process, underpinned by our highly experienced team,

delighted to share the highlights

economy as a whole can flourish.

means our customers always receive a bespoke service that’s

and progress of 2018 with you.

At Cambridge & Counties Bank we’ve created a service

This summary includes excerpts from

bank, combining these with all the speed, efficiency and

Asset Finance

know-how that’s needed in the modern day. We offer

Having the right assets at the right time is key to keeping

a personal service that’s straightforward, fast and flexible.

businesses competitive and thriving. We deliver timely and

the Bank, the industry and for our

our Annual Report and Accounts, a copy
of which is available upon request from
our team.

that brings back some of the great elements of a traditional

ideal finance meaning our customers can acquire the assets
We know that our classic approach works for our

they need at a point that suits them.

customers. We’re frequently told that they feel valued;
they tell us they feel like a person and not just an account

Customer Feedback..........................................21

number. Our customers are at the centre of everything we
do and we’re dedicated to being responsible lenders and

Financial Statements........................................ 22

offering a safe home for our customers money. We want

Simon Moore
Chairman

first class.

them to thrive.

Classic Car Finance
Experience and knowledge offer a huge advantage when it
comes to prized possessions. We offer both of these across
the classic car and banking industries. This allows us to
deliver bespoke funding packages considering individual
assets and customer requirements.

Savings
Our lending is primarily funded by the acquisition of UK
savings balances. We offer a range of savings accounts that
are available to all types of businesses as well as a number
of broader organisations such as charities, clubs, societies
and associations.

Our distribution network
We offer our lending products via our Relationship Managers
who deal with business introducers as well as directly with
customers throughout their journey with the Bank. We
deliver our range of savings accounts online, through the
post and via business introducers.

“We’re dedicated to being responsible
lenders and offering a safe home for our
customers money.”
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Chairman’s Review
“We continue to apply
policies to ensure that our
gender balance enables us to
attract the best candidates at all
levels across the business.”

Cambridge & Counties Bank continued to perform strongly
in a challenging trading year, despite a deterioration in

The Board

the confidence levels of the Bank’s customers driven by

Chris Malyon, one of our longstanding Board members,

slowdowns in property asset price growth and a reduced

retired from Cambridge & Counties Bank during 2018 and

willingness to invest whilst Brexit uncertainty continues.

was replaced by Richard Perry, representing the interests of

Competition has intensified during the year from both

the Cambridgeshire Local Government Pension Fund. I would

existing and new players which has had the effect of putting

like to take the opportunity of thanking Chris for his support,

pressure on margins for lending products. More details

wisdom and effort over the time he has been on the Board.

of Cambridge & Counties response to these factors is
contained within this summary and I am pleased to say that
notwithstanding the change in business climate, the Bank
has continued to perform well protecting income through
the provision of its focused, high quality service offering
together with close control of costs.
The Bank delivered another good financial performance
in 2018, with pre-tax profit up 14% to £27.9m and loans and
advances to customers growing by £79.1m to £769.0m,
an 11% increase on 2017. The balance sheet at the year end
exceeded £1bn for the first time since we started trading
in 2012. Our capital strength increased during the year

The Autumn also saw Will German, our Chief Risk Officer,
leave us to develop his career elsewhere, and we are joined
on an interim basis by Laura Blake who has a long and
deep experience as Chief Risk Officer across a number of UK
licensed banks.
I am pleased to be able to report that with these changes
the Board and our Executive team are now comprised of
30% and 60% women respectively. As a member of the HM
Treasury Women in Finance Initiative we continue to apply
policies to ensure that our gender balance enables us to
attract the best candidates at all levels across the business.

with Shareholders’ Funds increasing by 64% from £76.2m

On behalf of my Non-Executive Board colleagues,

to £125.2m and the total capital ratio (including IFRS 9

I would also like to take the opportunity of thanking Mike

transitional relief) from 13.8% to 20.5%.

Kirsopp and his Executive team for the way that they have
delivered another year of strong financial performance
and recognising they have continued to lead the investment

Capital
To underpin this performance, and to provide the fuel for our
future growth, our owners subscribed for a further capital
injection of £31m during the year. This significantly bolsters
our Common Equity Tier 1 capital ratios to 16.8% (including
IFRS 9 transitional relief) and ensures that the Bank meets

in our people, systems and developed our customer offering
in a way that remains relevant and attractive.
The strength of our capital and the strong liquidity position
we have been able to maintain provides the confidence that
whatever the macro-economic climate produces in 2019,
the Bank will continue to thrive.

both its regulatory requirements and the appetites of the
Board for further development of the Bank’s business.
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Simon Moore Chairman

Dividends

Simon Moore

No dividends are proposed for payment.

Chairman
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Highlights

Lending balance
Profit
before tax



2014



2015

£10.2m
£2.5m

£250m

up

£79m
£416m



2016

2015

in 2018

£588m

£690m

2017

2014

£18.1m
2016

£24.4m

£769m

2018

Deposit balance
£388m

2014

2017

£472m

2015

up

£103m
in 2018

£685m

2016

6

£27.9m

2017

2018

2018

£798m
£901m
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Mike Kirsopp Chief Executive Officer

CEO’s Review

“The team at Cambridge & Counties Bank are recognised by our
customers and our business partners as being one of the most
approachable, professional, and easy to deal with and my thanks goes
out to each and every one of them.”

In this booklet we have distilled our Annual Report and

importance of protecting our customers, deliver on our

Accounts to provide the highlights of the year. The Strategic

compliance accountabilities and whose culture is the major

Report contained within our Annual Report provides a

defence against the threats we face.

detailed commentary on 2018 and gives a full picture of the
risks the Bank faces in a climate which is less benign than any
period since the Bank’s inception in 2012.

The team at Cambridge & Counties Bank are recognised
by our customers, and our business partners, as being one
of the most approachable, professional, and easy to deal

I believe that we have recognised these risks, mitigated

with and my thanks goes out to each and every one of them.

them where possible, and have built a strong business which

The way that they embody, through our culture, the values

is well placed to deal with what is becoming a more hostile

and beliefs which our customers tell us make us different

business environment than we have seen to date.

to the vast majority of Banks, has ensured our success and

A major part of this is our investment in our Operational

you’ll see some images of the team in this booklet.

Resilience capabilities, designed to enable the Bank to
withstand a number of threats over and above the financial,
where we continually develop our thinking and ability
to respond to a huge number of possible scenarios.
The best defence against many of these non-financial
threats is ensuring that we have a team of capable,
well trained and developed people who recognise the
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Mike Kirsopp
Chief Executive Officer
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Strategic Report

Strategy

Market Trends
& Factors

Our strategic objectives are to maintain the growth of the

The major trends that continue to influence business and its

business by delivering a value based offer to market, to bring

forward prospects are as follows:

our products and services to a wider geographical footprint
and expand our lending activities into new asset classes

•

are putting a strain on pricing across the market,

where the existing capacity and capability of the firm can be

although the Bank continues to attract sufficient volumes

brought to bear and realise niche opportunities in markets

of acceptable risk with only a marginal impact on the

that offer earnings at a level accretive to those achieved in

returns achieved. The strategy recognises that it is likely

our core businesses.
Underpinning this activity, is our strategy of ensuring that the
business avoids conflicts in its relationships with its major

that this pressure will continue in the short term.
•

The rise of FinTech competitors has continued at pace.
We remain focused on delivering technology that helps

suppliers and its customers. The policy of clear and open

the client and broker rather than just reducing our

communication, and the absence of cross selling ancillary

processing costs.

products to borrowing customers has been met with positive
customer responses in terms of their satisfaction with

The fiscal changes in the Buy to Let investment market

•

Full employment during 2018, and the growth in the

products and services, and their willingness to recommend

number of new challenger and niche banks means that

Cambridge & Counties Bank to their contacts.

the market for high quality specialist talent is particularly

The Bank has maintained a relatively high level of liquidity
during the second half of 2018 driven by our need to ensure
adequate funding for our lending growth and the uncertainty
surrounding market sentiment relating to Brexit in the first
half of 2019.
Looking further out, the long term maintenance of our
business health has been underpinned by significant
investment in the head office premises at Charnwood
Court, New Walk, Leicester. Our accommodation has
been completely renovated into a modern, sustainable
and flexible open plan format with the capacity to underpin
our foreseeable growth requirements.

competitive. Leicester is still a city with good travel
connections and an attractive environment which
enables the Bank to recruit and retain the talent it wants
as the business grows in both size and complexity.
Generally, while these major trends all pose challenges to
our current operating model, the strategy for our growth
during the short to medium term remains pertinent and
relevant to our target markets. The investments that we
have made through the last two years in our people, our
technology, and our geographical reach will continue into
2019 and will underpin our performance for the future,
delivering the growth we want, and protecting our franchise.

“The Bank has maintained
a relatively high level of liquidity
during the second half of 2018”
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Risks
In addition to market trends, there are a number of major

The Bank has no exposure to workers requiring residential

risks that we have remained cognisant of in the development

permissions to remain in the UK, and neither do we have any

of our strategy.

major contracts with suppliers based in the EEC which may
be affected by the UK withdrawal.

Brexit

This is extended to our IT services which are provided by

The Bank has undertaken a thorough review of the various

a third-party cloud-based provider, with their primary and

Brexit alternatives and the effects they may have on its

secondary hosting systems all within the UK.

business model. We have also reviewed Brexit with a
significant percentage of our customer base and the effects
on their businesses are not felt to be profound, other than
a market confidence issue and the delay in investment.

“We will continue to carry
a healthy level of liquidity,
through the uncertainty”

We will continue to carry a healthy level of liquidity, through
the uncertainty, all of which continues to come from mainly
SME sources together with our facility under the Funding for
Lending Scheme (FLS).

Pricing and Competition

This is driven by the provision of open payment system

The number of newly launched niche and challenger banks,

risk where the financial returns are minimal and the costs of

together with an increase in the non-banking participation

providing services, whilst having no recompense in terms of

in the asset finance market has had the effect of reducing

liquidity, made the sector unattractive.

accounts to third parties. This area represents an operating

lending margins and increasing deposit margins across
our markets. We have mitigated this in part through repricing

We have grown routes to market for deposits and retention

the liabilities held for existing customers, whilst ensuring that

of our maturing fixed term bonds remains high.

they continue to enjoy rates comparing favourably to those

Our FLS exposure reduced during the year and the Bank

currently on offer in the market.

is accelerating repayments to make sure it avoids any cliff

On the lending side, we have been able to attract a level of

edge as a large number of competitors also seek to replace

business meeting our planned growth aspirations through

FLS and Term Funding Scheme funding over the medium

increasing the number of brokers with whom we work, and

term horizon.

starting to penetrate new markets in Manchester and Cardiff.
We have also been helped by 60% of new business written in
the latter part of 2018 coming from existing customers who
understand the value of our proposition and have a good
track record of performance and credit history.

IT, Data Security & Cyber Security
This is an area where the Bank has seen a number of
challenges to our IT security systems, all of which have been

Margin compression is expected to be a feature during 2019,

successfully managed without loss. A significant investment

although with the withdrawal from the market by a small

in improvements to our IT security has taken place in 2018

number of players, and the curtailment of activity from

and this will be a continuing requirement and remains part of

others, we believe that the level of margin reduction will be

our strategy going forward.

within the planned expectations and continue to support
our financial performance. We will continue to expand
our broker network to ensure that volumes of loans at
acceptable price/risk levels will be achieved.

Liquidity

The successful introduction of the requirements under
GDPR were completed during the year. The Banks strategy
remains to automate and digitise communications with our
customers and supplier partners wherever they seek it, and
we are investing in the necessary systems and processes to
accelerate and maintain this stance during 2019.

2018 saw some fundamental changes in the way that the
Bank attracts funds with the decision to withdraw from the
Pension Administrator Current Accounts market.

12
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Operational Performance
Customer Satisfaction

Operations

Our customer satisfaction metric continues to perform

The cost:income ratio at 34% continues to demonstrate the

outstandingly and compares well across the industry and

efficiency of the business, and the advantages of running a

other service sector businesses. 99% of new customers, both

simple model, without introducing customer conflict in terms

borrowing and depositing, report that we dealt with their

of cross selling, supporting multiple product sets and our low

enquiry and application effectively, with a similar score given

risk deposit operating model where funds are received and

for their willingness to recommend Cambridge & Counties

returned only via a nominated UK current account.

Bank. Longer term customers also remain positive regarding
their relationships with us, and our 2018 survey told us that
around 93% of all customers, of whatever longevity with the
Bank, continue to rate our service and recommend us.

Operational losses remain low and an annual total of 53
complaints represents a penetration of less than 1% of
accounts. Our investment in our Customer Experience
team has meant we have undertaken some fundamental

Several initiatives during the year, including the repricing

reviews of our processes and customer journeys which

of our existing customer deposit accounts following

have provided greater insight into service improvement and

changes in base rate, and the move toward a relationship

root cause analysis to prevent the causes of friction and

model introducing regular periodic reviews for lending

dissatisfaction for our customers.

customers continue to drive this level of satisfaction and high
performance, reflecting the increase in the volume of contact
between the Bank and its customers. The outcome of these
achievements continues to be the stickiness of balances in
the deposit book, and the increasing ratio of new business

The Board continues to adopt a stance of improving general
staff performance through significant investment in training
and development. A total of 477 days have been provided for
both individual and general staff development during 2018.

supplied to us generated from existing lending customers.

This investment has enabled us to ensure that we develop

This reduces our cost of acquisition across the board and

our talent pools which means we can promote internally

continues to support the brand in a market where on the

as the need arises, rather than depend only on external

deposit side, we would otherwise be left solely with price to

recruitment.

attract and retain balances.
On the lending side it also supports our brokers in placing
business with us notwithstanding the competitive market.
This is based on the customer satisfaction with our loan
manufacturing and relatively frictionless onboarding,
including the time between agreeing a facility and advancing
funds. Both broker and client feedback confirms that quality
of service is more than just a fast response, and is based on
end-to-end delivery.

“99% of new customers,
both borrowing and
depositing, report that
we dealt with their enquiry
and application effectively”
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Environmental,
Social & Governance
The Bank takes its responsibilities under the environmental,
social & governance agenda very seriously. The Board debates
the issues on a regular basis and receives reports from the
Executive team on environmental matters relating to the
business, regular updates on the company employee structure,
the participation of the Bank in charitable and support work,

Jamie-Lea Winch Head of the Green Team

the respect agenda across the Bank, and upholding the highest
levels of defence against corruption and bribery.
2018 also saw the introduction of a profit-sharing scheme to

Sustainability

replace the previous bonus schemes, for the majority of staff
in the business. This pays out up to a maximum of 10% of

During 2018 we have seen further progress in addressing the

basic salaries across the staff base, including management.

Bank’s consumption of key utilities, travel and office supplies.

The Executives and sales force continue to be incentivised

The staff self-organise a Green Team who are focussed on

through personal, as well as the whole bank, performance

ensuring that we continue to lower our carbon footprint

scheme, which includes financial, operational and quality

through reductions in the consumption of paper, gas,

of service areas.

electricity and water. The office refurbishment is designed
purposely to help support our efforts through the provision

Whilst not being statutorily required to report, the Bank is also

of new heating and air-conditioning, alongside low power

highly focussed on gender pay issues. Pleasingly, 60% of the

LED lighting which operates on a demand only basis.

Executives are now women, and the Board is made up of a
3:7 ratio of women to men. The Executives continue to work

The year saw further accolades from Investors in the

on reducing the gender imbalance across all levels of the

Environment and Jamie-Lea Winch, who has been the

business and monitor the gender pay gap closely.

Bank’s prime advocate of our sustainability actions for
the last four years, personally recognised for the work that
she has undertaken.

Social Inclusion
On the social inclusion agenda, our people maintain their

Colleague Matters

fantastic record of providing help and support to their
chosen charities during the year. This included a collection

The Bank has maintained its association with the Banking

at Christmas of household goods and toys to help families in

Standards Board (BSB) and for the second year underwent a

temporary accommodation, including those families subject

full assessment of our colleague’s views on the Bank’s culture,

to domestic abuse and violence.

where results remain positive and reflect well in comparison
to other, albeit larger, organisations. We have also recorded

Earlier in the year a project was undertaken to help and

consistently high participation in our employee engagement

support a local rehabilitation centre. Additionally, the Bank

survey conducted in January 2019.

continued to support its staff through the provision of time
off from the office, outside of their holiday entitlement to

Staff turnover remained low at around 8%, and total staff

support charitable and educational needs.

numbers increased during the year, albeit marginally.
The Board continues to pay close attention to our staff

The Autumn saw the Bank hold a ball engaging the local

turnover rate, which remains subdued for an organisation

business community which raised £15,000 for LOROS,

that is now six and a half years old, and also the time taken

a local charity offering respite care for the terminally ill.

to fill vacancies through recruitment. Here the performance
is considered very good for general staff, although as
previously highlighted attracting talent into specialist sectors
such as Risk, Compliance and Finance is taking longer than

Through our association with Leicestershire Cares, we have
also supported initiatives in promoting student numeracy,
adult education and community support.

we would wish given high levels of current demand for
these specialisms.
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Our Directors
Simon Moore Chairman
Simon joined Cambridge & Counties Bank when it was formed in 2012, as Non-Executive
Director and chair of the Nominations and Remuneration Committee. He was appointed
Chairman of the Bank in October 2016.
After leaving the British Army in 1992, Simon began his banking career training with Lloyds
Bank in 1994. He spent the bulk of his career with Chase Manhattan Bank in London and New
York, and Barclays Bank where he was a regional director for the corporate banking business.
Simon is also a non-executive chairman of Al Rayan Bank and non-executive chairman of
Pennant International Group Plc.

Ian Smith Non-Executive Director
Ian qualified as a Chartered Accountant in 1985 and joined KPMG in the same year.
He was appointed as Partner in 1998, remaining there until his retirement from the
partnership in 2010.
During his time with KPMG, Ian had responsibility for the firm’s Midlands and South
West financial services practice. His experience covers commercial and retail banking
across a broad range of institutions. Ian began his association with Cambridge & Counties
Bank in 2012.

Paul ffolkes Davis Vice-Chairman

Mike Kirsopp Chief Executive Officer

Paul began as an investment banker in New York even before leaving Oxford University in

Mike has spent over 40 years’ working in the financial services industry, specifically within

1977, with a career in international capital markets spanning 26 years.

commercial lending, much of which was at Lloyds Bank, including senior roles in the

Since 2004, Paul has been Bursar of Trinity Hall, one of Cambridge University’s oldest

business change and strategy functions.

colleges. In Cambridge, he has chaired the University’s Board of Scrutiny and the Bursars’

Mike joined Cambridge & Counties Bank in 2011, initially working on developing the plan

Sub-Committee on Investments. He has been intimately involved in the foundation, design

to gain the new banking licence which underpinned the launch of the Bank in 2012. Upon

and structure of Cambridge & Counties Bank, safeguarding the College’s investment which

joining, Mike performed the role of Chief Operating Officer before taking up the position of

forms a key part of its endowment portfolio.

Chief Executive Officer in 2014.

Andrea Hodgson Chief Financial Officer
John McGuire Non-Executive Director

Andrea joined Cambridge & Counties Bank in 2017, prior to which she was CFO for a start-up

John spent over 40 years’ with The Royal Bank of Scotland Group in both commercial and

challenger bank Chetwood Financial Limited where she was responsible for establishing the

corporate banking.

financial management, governance and control framework for the bank in its early design phase.

After holding various director and managerial roles, John retired from banking in 2005 to

She began her career at KPMG before moving into the financial services sector, where she has

focus on a number of non-executive positions including Trusteeship of the RBS Group

built over 20 years’ experience working at Lloyds Banking Group, Bank of Scotland and National

Pension Scheme, Investment Director of the £200m NorthWest Fund, and his association

Australia Group in which she held senior executive leadership positions. Previously, she also

with Cambridge & Counties Bank which began at the launch of the Bank in 2012.

served as Non-Executive Director & Deputy Chair at Wirral University Teaching Hospital NHS
Foundation Trust.

Rachel Curtis-Bowen Chief Customer Officer
Caroline Fawcett Non-Executive Director

Rachel has 25 years’ experience in banking, holding positions at Santander, Alliance &

Caroline has over 25 years’ experience in financial services, specialising in marketing and

Leicester and Halifax.

customer experience in both the UK and US.

Rachel was part of the team that developed the Cambridge & Counties Bank proposition for

Caroline has held several Non-Executive Director positions in the financial services

launch in 2012 and was the Bank’s first female board member in 2015. Rachel is integral to

industry and public sector over the past eight years, and is currently on the Boards of

the Savings side of the balance sheet and champions Customer Experience within the Bank.

Co-op Insurance, the Rail Safety and Standards Board, and Lifesight Ltd (the Trustee for

As well as holding the position of Non-Executive Director at Loughborough Building Society,

Willis Towers Watson’s Master Trust pension scheme).

Rachel actively supports women in business, helping initiate the East Midlands Women in
Business mentoring scheme.

Richard Perry Non-Executive Director
Richard has over 35 years’ experience in the finance industry. After qualifying in auditing,
Richard spent most of his career in the private sector working with FTSE 100 companies in
positions that handled Financial Reporting and Control.
In 2013, Richard joined the Pension Service team at LGSS, taking responsibility for the
investments of the Local Government Pension Schemes administered by Cambridgeshire
County Council and Northamptonshire County Council. Richard joined the board of
Cambridge & Counties Bank in February 2019.
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Simon Lindley Chief Development Officer
Simon started his career in Natwest in 1985 and has since gained over 30 years’ of experience
in financial services predominantly centred on business development and property finance.
After joining Cambridge & Counties Bank in 2012 as its first Business Development Manager,
Simon took over responsibility for the Property Finance product in 2015 and Asset Finance
product in 2017. Simon has been at the centre of the Bank’s successful balance sheet growth
due to his commitment to delivering a service led and broker-centric business.
Simon is also a very proud non-executive trustee of Age UK and has acted as treasurer
for over 10 years.
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Customer Feedback
At Cambridge & Counties Bank, we value all feedback our customers provide. On this page we feature some of the feedback
we have received throughout 2018, all of which is used to help improve what we do and maintain our exceptional customer
recommendation rates.

“Top class service from start to finish. My first dealings with you were
very professional and you were helpful throughout.”
Lending Customer February 2018

Board Governance

“Cambridge & Counties Bank has been a key partner to us and
it has been a refreshing change to find a Bank and its people who
act in such an efficient and professional way.”

Corporate governance and risk management
The Board views good corporate governance as playing

Liquidity Risk which is the risk that the Bank is unable to

an essential role in discharging their responsibilities to the

meet its short to medium term commitments as they fall due

Bank shareholders, depositors and other stakeholders.

or that they can only be met at an uneconomic price.

The Bank is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) and the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA), who
require us to have regard to the UK Corporate Governance
Code (the ‘Code’) issued by the Financial Reporting Council
in developing our policies, practices and procedures.
The Board agrees with and supports the general principles
of the Code. We have developed a risk management process
which provides a structured and consistent framework for
identifying, assessing and responding to risks.
The key identified risks, which are monitored and managed
daily, include:

Conduct Risk which is the risk that our customers suffer
loss or detriment due to failures in product design, sales and
marketing processes and operational delivery or failures
distributors/suppliers.

Cambridge & Counties was by far the best and easiest of all.”
Deposits Customer June 2018

Compliance & Regulatory Risk which is the risk that noncompliance with laws or regulation could give rise to fines,
litigation, sanctions and the potential for material adverse
impact on the Bank.

“Staff at Cambridge & Counties were very efficient and helpful.”

Operational Risk which is the risk that failures may arise
from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and
systems or from external events that may cause monetary

strategic plan due to either internal or external factors.

loss, service disruption or customer detriment.

Capital Risk which is the risk that we fail to hold enough

Market Risk which is the risk that changes in market rates

capital resources to meet the regulatory capital requirements.

negatively impact the earnings or market value of the Bank’s
assets or liabilities.

and/or value, as a result of a counterparty failing to meet,

Treasury Counterparty Risk which is the risk of wholesale

in a timely manner, a commitment that they have entered

Treasury counterparties being unable or unwilling to meet

into with the Bank.

a commitment that they have entered into with the Bank.

Funding Risk which is the risk that we are unable to raise funds

“We recently invested with 3 different banks & dealing with

in the behaviour or ethics of our staff or our third party

Strategic Risk which is the risk that we fail to execute our

Credit Risk which is the risk of a reduction in earnings,

Lending Customer May 2018

Deposits Customer June 2018

“Cambridge & Counties Bank has supported my business during the
last few years and once again provided the right funding solution and
valuable support.”
Repeat Lending Customer November 2018

at an acceptable price or to access markets in a timely manner.
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Financial Statements

Statement of Financial Position
As at 31 December 2018

Statement of Profit or Loss

£’000

2018

2017

232,286

164,295

Loans and advances to banks

14,384

20,091

Debt securities

13,350

3,107

769,016

689,954

940

868

Assets
Cash and balances at central banks

For the year ended 31 December 2018
£’000
Interest income calculated using the effective interest rate
Interest expense
Net interest income
Other income

2018

2017

57,514

48,198

(13,089)

(9,767)

44,425

38,431

310

528

Total operating income

44,735

38,959

Administrative expenses

(14,584)

(11,826)

(509)

(490)

29,642

26,643

Depreciation, amortisation and loss on disposals
Operating profit before impairment losses

Loans and advances to customers
Other assets and prepayments
Property plant and equipment

386

144

Intangible assets

846

520

Deferred taxation

880

253

1,032,088

879,232

901,398

798,176

94

121

Current tax liabilities

2,698

2,364

Other liabilities and accruals

2,710

2,194

Total assets
Liabilities
Customers’ accounts
Derivative financial liabilities

Provisions
Total liabilities

8

134

906,908

802,989

Impairment losses on loans & advances to customers

(1,716)

(2,237)

Profit before tax

27,926

24,406

Share capital

44,955

23,955

Taxation charge

(5,518)

(4,712)

Convertible loan notes

22,900

12,900

73

36

Profit after tax

22,408

19,694

Equity

Fair value through other comprehensive income reserve
Retained earnings
Total equity
Total liabilities and equity

57,252

39,352

125,180

76,243

1,032,088

879,232

These financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 11 March 2019.
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Company information

Important note
This summary is not intended to contain sufficient
information to allow for a full understanding of the results

Company Secretary

of the Bank or of the state of affairs of the Company. For full

Richard Bryan

details, the 2018 Annual Report and Accounts, the Auditor’s
Report on those accounts and the Directors’ Report should

Registered Office

be consulted.

Charnwood Court, 5B New Walk, Leicester LE1 6TE
A copy of the full Report and Accounts can be obtained via
the contact details below.

Auditor
KPMG LLP, One Snowhill, Snow Hill

Report of the Auditor

Queensway, Birmingham B4 6GH

The Auditor’s Report on the full accounts for the year ended
31 December 2018 was unmodified.
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